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The Trevi division, specialized in ground engineering services, 
through its foreign subsidiaries, has recently been awarded 
important contracts in the United States and Africa

New important contracts for Trevi
TREVIICOS Corporation, a subsidiary of Trevi Group, has been awarded a prestigious 

new contract in Boston (USA) involving the execution of special foundations construction 

of the residential tower “The Kensigton” near the old Filene’s site in downtown Boston. 

This project is part of Mayor Menino’s plan to reevaluate downtown Boston which 

also included the accomplishment of various projects among which: the Paramount 

Theater, Boston Opera House and The Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Boston. The site set up 

and demolition phases have already started and work is expected to be completed by 

2012. The logistical and geological complexity of the site along with the limited time 

available for the completion of the job demands an high degree of safety, quality and 

professionalism that have always characterized TREVIICOS Corporation as a key player 

in the United States for special foundations. The new residential complex, which will 

create 400 new jobs, will provide specifi cally the realization of a 27 story tower on a 

total 44,900 square meters space. 

Herbert Hoover Dike near lake 
Okeechobee, Florida (USA).

The U.S. Department of the Army, Jacksonville District Corps of Engineers – Florida has 

issued a Notice of Award to TREVIICOS South Inc., a subsidiary of Trevi Group in the USA, 

of a contract of maintenance works for the Herbert Hoover Dike near lake Okeechobee in 

Florida (USA). The project involves the completion of work on a 990 meters section of the 

diaphragm wall on a portion of the dike near Port Mayaca. The project has been awarded to 

TREVIICOS South thanks to previously successfully completed works within the actual d ke 

which were commissioned by the same contractor. 

The CEO of Trevi Group Stefano Trevisani stated: “The awards of these new contracts in 

different geographical areas confi rm the willingness of our historical clients to continue 

to invest in technologically complex projects referring to highly specialized operators 

such as the Trevi Group. The award in Africa confi rms the attention the Group gives 

to emerging countries and the leadership reached in the past years given both the 

continuity of the successfully completed works and the better than expected timing of 

execution. The jobs in the United States, as for the Boston project, represent a signifi cant 

move towards a renewed innovative spirit which will bring to new investments in 

historical city centers. The cooperation with local and governmental bodies, that has 

always represented a distinguishing factor of the companies in the USA, will favor 

an increased involvement in other new projects. Notwithstanding the macroeconomic 

crisis we look forward with comfort aware of a robust portfolio backlog, of the strong 

fi nancial soundness that distinguishes the Group as well as the technical-technological 

capabilities that allow us to face new challenges in the near future.”   
Project of the Kensington residential 
tower, Boston (USA).
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We tested the Tiger SC-135 c/w 

P450, powered by two C18 diesel 

engines – total power 900 kW – mounted on a SC-135 carrier, and fitted with the 

hydromill module SH-50 – 3,200 mm x 1,500 mm size –, tested with three different 

cutting units HH-10/12/14. 

A real challenge in the challenge, as the panels drilled using this technique usually 

measure 2,800 mm with a thickness of 1,000/1,200 mm.

The mud processing plant is integral part of every jobsite with hydromill where drilling 

with bentonite slurry is carried out.  

In our case, we adopted the new SMT-500 system characterized by a double stage of 

cyclones, where the first stage cyclones are two, with cut point D50 = 60 µm, whereas 

the second stage cyclones are 15 with cut point D50 = 20 µm. The system is perfectly 

integrated with the debris elimination system SDM-35 and the innovative centrifuge 

SDM-90s for fine components separation. The latter has been specially patented by 

Soilmec and is able to collect the mud directly treated by the SMT-500 system, in order 

to ensure an operation system in series with drilling and obtain the best performances 

in terms of bentonite slurry treatment.

The results are very satisfactory, and even more so if you consider the size of the panel 

and drilling rig, and the plastic nature of some soil layers, which are not beneficial to 

the hydromill performances.

cover story

Soilmec team celebrates 
the achieved results.



The Soilmec 
WujiangPlant.

Our history in China starts with a RT3/A2 rig

The first equipment sold to China dates back to the end of the ‘70s: it was a RT3/A2  

rig and it was sold at the Shanghai exhibition by the former commercial director 

Giuliano Garavelli. This model underwent many updates during the years but it is 

still in production under the name RT3/ST; this clearly testifies the soundness of the 

design criteria that have always characterized the whole Soilmec range: innovation 

and reliability.
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Soilmec in China
A graduale path of growth has signed the presence  
of the Trevi Group in the Chinese Republic
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“A31” highway section from Vicenza to Rovigo, Valdastico 
sud job lot. Soilmec SC-90 with BH-12 “Rotograb”

The highway that

     will disappear in the green

At Valdastico sud, the project includes various highway sections that run in open trenches 

under ground level or in tunnels constructed by “the cut and cover method”. For lot nr. 7 of 

the highway construction, the Italian company Serrenissima Costruzioni S.p.A. has entrusted 

Trevi S.p.A. to execute the diaphragm walls for the “autostrada” sections that run in open 

trenches, below the ground level and in artificial tunnels constructed by covering the walls. 

The tunnel section is 350 m long, the covering slab is supported by walls constituted by “T” 

panels 1,000 mm thick 2,700 mm width up to 35 m deep, while the trench is stabilized by 

of 1,000 mm and 1,500 mm thick panels 2,500 mm width, 33,60 to 38,5 m deep. After a 

first 7 m thick clay layer, 26-27 m sand and gravel are found that follows a second clay layer 

up to the requested depth. The water table is located at 1,5 below the ground level.

Diaphragm walls strict principle

For diaphragm walling, the fundamental rule is no deviation to the vertical alignment. In 

fact, it’s the absence of excavation deviation, as well as the perfect concreting continuity 

between the panels that secures the wall watertightness. To avoid deviation, different systems 

have been proposed. An excavation guide, consisting in a long rigid single kelly section (with 

a length corresponding to the excavation depth) rigidly connected to the grab body or a 

telescopic kelly, in both cases sliding in an external guide. However, these do not give sufficient 

guarantee vertical alignment. In fact, the presence of obstacles found when excavating, will 

cause the deformation  of the kelly and a consequently panel deviation that will be practically 

impossible to correct. This is the reason why Soilmec has proposed for many years the use of 

rope suspended grabs, free in the excavation but guided out of the trench.



from the site
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Soilmec BH and GH grabs

BH and GH grab models are rope suspended, hydraulically operated. They are free hanging 

in the excavation, just guided by the gravity. While outside of the trench they are provided 

with a guiding system to ease maneuvers.

When the grab is lifted out of the trench, the short kelly section fixed to the grab body top 

slides into the guide freely hanging from the crane boom through universal joint and the 

grab becomes guided. This external telescopic system provides efficient guiding for quick 

maneuvers out of the trench and direct unloading over the truck. 

By grab swinging, the lateral deviation deriving from the teeth dissymmetric fitting may be 

avoided. By chiseling, transversal deviations may be corrected. 

“Rotograb”, an innovative solution

After years of success of BH grab model, Soilmec is bringing onto the market the BH and 

GH Rotograb version: BHR, and GHR. As previously both models are fitted with telescopic 

guides (including two sections instead of three for out of the trench maneuvers), but to the 

contrary of the previous models, the BHR e GHR Rotograb version have the great advantage 

of having the hydraulic hose coilers located on the crane boom instead of being mounted 

on the guide itself. This improved coilers location allows BHR “in front of the wall” working, 

which is the key solution for many job sites located in urban areas. In addition, the coilers 

installed on the crane boom lower section are easy to reach for maintenance. On a long 

running job site such as Valdastico, where thousands of square meters have been produced, 

this point contributes, even indirectly, to reinforce the productivity.
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to our other rigs, we gained five 

additional feet of headroom 

to work beneath the existing 

live wires and more torque 

compared to anything else 

we’ve found on the market.” 

McKinney used the SR-80 rig 

to drill 39 shafts, 7 ft to 10 ft 

diameter and up to 38 ft deep 

in soil conditions that varied 

from soft soil to weathered 

and hard rock.  

In addition to more headroom 

and more power, another advantage of the SR-80 for McKinney was its surprising 

mobility. The shafts were separated by an average of 1,500 feet, which the tracked 

rig easily traveled. However, property access and cross country terrain required the 

McKinney crew of three to break down, transport and reassemble the rigs about every 

5 monopole locations.  

“The SR-80 is easy to assemble, move and reassemble, particularly for a rig of this 

size,” says Santaniello. “I’m not sure there’s another rig on the market that could have 

completed a low headroom job such as this with the same speed and ease.”

Thanks to Sybil Hatch
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Exhibition and 
award in Belgrade  

Soilmec took part in the 38th Exhibition 

of the Construction Sector in Belgrade, 

a very important event for the whole 

Balkan area. 800 exhibitors from 16 

countries, 50.000 visitors from all over 

the Balkan region: these are the main 

figures of this exhibition. Soilmec 

attended the event with a stand covering 

150 m2, in the open space, showing the 

models SR-80C and SM-14.

A specialized panel, chaired by Prof. Srdjan Bosnjak, holding the chair of Construction 

rigs at the University of Belgrade, chose Soilmec as the winner of the first prize, being 

the most outstanding exhibitor in terms of technological content boasted.

Moreover, in coordination with the Association of the Construction Engineer of Serbia, 

and with the kind support of the President, Dott. Slobodan Otovic, a presentation of 

the Trevi Group was organized. The speakers were Fabrizio Giordani, Matteo Ziller and 

Adriano Barbieri. The audience was made of a hundreds of engineers who showed 

great interest and sometimes even true astonishment in front of the capabilities and 

references of the Group companies.

Rig “purification” in Japan
Soilmec has successfully delivered a new SR-40 to Fukuda 
Kogyo, one of its most important Japanese customers

Soilmec has successfully delivered a new SR-40 to Fukuda Kogyo, one of its most important 

Japanese customers. The unit has been specially designed and manufactured to have 

an increased working clearance from the ground. The equipment was enthusiastically 

received by the Fukuda Kogyo staff who organised for a “purification” ceremony to 

wish safety during site operations. The ceremony was celebrated by a local priest. The 

supply is the outcome of cooperation in order to meet with the customer requirements 

within the Japanese highly competitive market, where the high technological and site 

levels demands the utmost attention to design and manufacture.
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Soilmec India recently ensured the completion of the Saibad Water treatment plant project 

near Dhaka, where main machines from the company’s marquee, the SR-40, SR-50 and SR-

60 were used to achieve the target of increasing the water supply to the town by 22,500m3/

day within a record span of 3 months. The company is currently undertaking the active 

management of two flyover projects in Dhaka. The first project is an elevated highway 

project near the airport in Dhaka, while the other is a railway crossing project. Both projects 

entail the use of Soilmec’s SR-40 & SR-60 machines that operate with a 1200mm diameter; 

piling to the depth of is 42-44 m. In addition, Soilmec India has extended the services of its 

internationally acclaimed green technology, CFA (Continuous Flight Auger) to its customers 

in Bangladesh also selling one unit of this revolutionary technology in the country.

The company has also converted the sale of 7 other machines in Bangladesh.“We are 

proud to play a contr buting role to the infrastructural development of Bangladesh and 

be associated with such prestigious projects”, said Mr. Sanjoy Chakrabarty, MD, Soilmec 

India, “Some of the other operational sites at which our SR- 40, SR-50, SR-60 machines are 

currently being used include Incepta, Abdul Monem, Hojgaard”, he adds. 

Soilmec India received a positive response following its participation at the 14th ConExpo 

that was recently hosted by CEMS Global in Dhaka, Bangladesh. 

Keeping in view the proposed infrastructural development of Bangladesh as one of the 

most promising economies, the company endeavours to serve as a key vendor of foundation 

equipment with its trademark efficiency and reliability. Already established as a market 

forerunner in the 400 crore Indian piling industry, the company also aims at expanding its 

business operations to Sri Lanka in the near future.

Soilmec India is now in the process of scaling  
up its international operations, beginning with  
the execution of key projects across Bangladesh 

 Soilmec India 
expands operations 
      in Bangladesh



Soilmec is one of the leading 
companies for 40 years in the design, 
production and distribution of 
equipment for soil engineering: could 
you tell us your success history?
Founded in 1969, as a Trevi workshop, our 

forty-year history is full of inventions and 

achievements. The way we design and build 

equipment is continuously adapted to the 

real requirements of the jobsite. The constant 

cooperation with our parent company 

Trevi (specialist in foundation engineering 

and one of the most important contractors 

in the world) has created a unique and 

successful model in the world of foundations. 

Continuous innovation, advanced technology 

and reliability are the keys to our success, but 

also our wide presence in the world which 

allows us to continuously meet the needs of 

our customers. 

Soilmec works in 90 countries on 5 
continents. When and how has the 
company decided to be present in 
India? 
We have always been present in India, first 

through our subsidiary in Singapore; we 

then changed our strategy and followed the 

Indian market from Italy. At the end of 2006 

we made the decision to establish Soilmec 

India. The market has responded quickly 

with remarkable results, the market share 

increased from 5% to 40% in just two years.

How important is updating the 
product range in respect to the needs 
of the market?
I would say essential. The market is constantly 

changing and therefore we need to interact 

with it. We need rapid response and flexibility 

to serve the creation of custom products. But 

more often it is our group which influences 

the market through designing new solutions 

and technologies. This makes us particularly 

proud of our achievements.

What is the Soilmec competitive 
advantage in India?
We have made a large investment in 

human resources and focused on the local 

production of drilling tools in conjunction 

with accessories from the facilities in India. 

We have been proposed as the only company 

in India to have three different spare parts 

stock locations, and we have points of 

service wherever there is a job site with 

our equipment. Today Soilmec India has 50 

employees, our biggest competitor employees 

no more than 7-8 people. The difference in 

our approach to customer service is therefore 

visible to all our customers. We can also offer 

a larger product range than any competitor 

can offer.

What are the most recent projects by 
Soilmec in India?
Tisco Kalinganagar Steel Plant, NTPC-

SAIL’s Bhilai power project, Chennai Metro, 

Metro Jaipur, Kolkata Metro Reliance Power 

Nellore, Kolkata airport, etc…

What sectors will generate more 
opportunities for Italian companies? 
I think both highway and railway tunnels 

will be an opportunity, then of course the 

highways and high speed railway. 

With 35,000 km of roads and highways 
to be built by 2015 in India, there are 
many opportunities in the foundation 
market. What are the future plans of 
Soilmec in India?
Too consolidate what we already have, 

expand the local structure and bring 

new technology to service the country 

of India.
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Extract of Davide Panzavolta interview at the Indo-Italian Chambers    

Sanjoy Chakrabarty  
and Davide Panzavolta. 
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Inauguration ceremony in Poland
for the first Walking Drilling Rig

On 7th and 8th March 2012, the first Drillmec 2000 HP Walking Drilling Rig  produced 

by Drillmec for the Polish Drilling Contractors Oil and Gas Exploration Company Cracow 

Ltd. (OGEC Cracow), has been put into operation through a two days  inauguration 

ceremony in Lubycza Krolewka, Lubelskie province in the east part of  Poland, where 

the rig will be involved in a “shale gas” project. The event has been attended by more 

than 100 representatives of the local and foreign Oil Companies, owner of the 100 

and more new concessions for shale gas drilling research in Poland sold  in the last 

two years, among them: PGNiG, Chevron, Exxon Mobil, ENI SpA, Dart Energy, Cuadrilla 

Resources, Marathon, Talisman, Conoco Phillips/Lane Energy. 

The event saw an elaborated and well organized ceremony starting in the morning of 

the first day in a conference room in the near hotel with a welcome by management 

board of OGEC Cracow Ltd, an audio-visual presentation of the rig’s main features 

and concepts  and Drillmec production range by Giuseppe Falbo, Drillmec Sales Area 

Manager for Europe, and Tomasz Maloziec, Director of Drillmec Polska; in the afternoon 

the participants have been transported by three shuttles to the rig site where, divided 

in groups, they had the opportunity to view in details the state-of-the-art of Drillmec 

2000 HP Walking Drilling Rig.

During the rig site visit,  by mean of dedicated functional demonstrations performed  by 

a combined staff of OGEC Cracow technicians and Drillmec technicians, emphasizing 

the main components and solutions which allow this 2000 HP Land Rig configuration 

to be specifically designed and suitable for shale gas drilling projects in Poland and 

Europe. Specifically, the attention of participants has been focused on the Rig Walking 
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System: the rig is equipped with a modern moving system composed of 4 hydraulic 

operated Rig Walker Units that, similar to four legs installed on each corner of the rig’s 

substructure, allows to move the complete rig unit in working configuration in eight 

different directions covering in a few time the distance between two wells in cluster 

configuration. 

The day after, March 8th, the same ceremony in a more compact format, has been 

repeated by OGEC Cracow in front of a group of about 50 representatives of the 

main authorities in Poland including members of Polish Government. The event has 

successfully contributed to increase the interest in Drillmec products for those Oil 

Companies and Drilling Contractors who, in the near future on the wave of world 

interest for shale gas drilling, are going to  play a role as main actors in the Oil and Gas 

business in Poland.   

Drillmec opens a new office in Australia

In November 2011, Drillmec strengthened the company’s presence in the Australasia 

region by bringing on board a new Drillmec Australia representative. Matthew Drew 

has enthusiastically accepted the role to serve as Drillmec Australia & New Zealand’s 

Business Development Manager. He is bringing forth a very wide range of experience 

coming from a Drilling Services background: directional drilling, logging while drilling, 

and technical support for such product lines. Also, he has worked worldwide on deep 

water rigs, land rigs, and slant rigs on many projects breaking world records.  Most 

importantly he has experienced the challenging drilling conditions and logistics found 

only in Australia and New Zealand. Matthew Drew stated: “I look forward to serving 

our Australasian clients to fit them with innovative, cost reducing equipment in order 

to make them more productive and profitable. Many Australasian clients have already 

embraced the new technology and ideas that Drillmec has to offer, and together we will 

push the drilling industry forward”.

First Drillmec HH-350 sold in New Zealand

During this first quarter 2012 Drillmec has achieved another  important  target: first 

HH-350 sold in New Zealand. The Customer MB Century who purchased several Mobil 

Rigs in the last few years, has now finally decided to purchase and operate  this HH 

Drillmec Rig.
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Turkey is located on the Mediterranean volcanic belt which is one of the richest 

geothermal fields. The country has  about 13% of the world’s geothermal potential and 

is ranked 7th in the world. The installed geothermal electricity generation capacity in 

2010 was 100 MWe where as direct use installations were approximately 795 MWt.  

As of 2005 170 geothermal prospects had been identified with 95% in the low-to 

medium enthalpy range suitable for direct-use applications. The proven potential is 

3293 MWt and the total geothermal potential is approximately 31,500 MWt. This 

power is sufficient to cover 30% of Turkish residences heating. However, before using 

the geothermal sources, several processes were required starting from drilling wells to 

building power plants. 

Like in the Oil drilling industry, Drillmec’s role comes as early as in the drilling phase to 

access the underground hot water.  Having a previous experience in both oil sector and 

geothermal drilling sectors, Drillmec has designed the proper rig that suits the Turkish 

market in terms of capacity, technology, and cost. In 2009 Drillmec has delivered 

two medium-sized mobile rigs to the state owned company MTA that is specilized in 

gethermal sector exploratory drilling. The rigs served to explore all the terrains in the 

territory to identify and asses the geothermal potentials. The ministry of energy, then 

established concessions accordingly and granted licences to start operations including 

the private sector as well. 

Consequently, having the licences extended to the private sector created a high demand 

for drilling rigs. In fact, Drillmec has delivered two medium-deep mobile drilling rigs to 

Turkey and selaed two other deals to deliver other two within April 2012. 

Drillmec rigs for geothermal power 
in Turkey
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Drillmec delivers the fi rst lot of the 11 rigs 
contract with GUMUS - Yildizlar SSS Holding

On March 2011, Drillmec S.p.A and GUMUS signed a contract for the supply of 11 

deep oil drilling rigs with 1,000 HP, 2,000 HP and 3,000 HP capacities. GUMUS 

(Gumus Madencilik Insaat Petrol Turizm Sanayi Ve Ticaret A.S.) is the energy company 

that is part of Yildizlar SSS Holding, a well established Holding in group of companies 

in Turkey.  GUMUS’ target is to start operations by the beginning of 2012 as part 

of Turkey’s booting energy program. Thanks to its long experience in the oilfi eld and 

good presence in the Turkish market, Drillmec is supplying its new Turkish customer 

with a complete package studied to satisfy the industry needs as well as a continuous 

assistance and consultancy in the fi eld.  

At the beginning on November 2011, Drillmec has started to ship the fi rst 2,000 

HP land rig destinated to east Turkey where the fi rst drilling operations will take 

place. The other remaining rigs will also be shipped right after the fi rst shipment is 

completed. All the rigs will be commissioned in Turkey to allow an immidiate drilling 

commencement. 

Besides being a good market for oil rigs where Drillmec is well introduced, Turkey is also 

a good promissing market for geothermal industry as part of Turkey’s renewable energy 

program. Drillmec has already exported to Turkey several rigs for this purpose and the 

best is yet still to come.

First contract signed 
for a Drillmec HH-75 CBM rig

Drillmec keeps on expanding its presence in south-east pacifi c area. Thanks to the 

technical features of the rigs which are API certifi ed, we are awarding several contracts in 

the CBM fi eld in the far east areas. Late February Drillmec signed a contract for the fi rst 

HH-75 CBM rig for Indonesia with PT Timas Suplindo. The company has a large client list 

from the pulp and paper, steel, oil and gas and petrochemical industries. More recently, 

it has started expanding into offshore Oil and Gas construction with a series of strategic 

alliances with world class organizations. The HH-75 rig, which will be delivered at the end 

of July 2012, is truck mounted and self loading/unloading with hydraulic jack up system. 

It is also equipped with driller control cabin and high speed coring head. 

2,000 HP Land Rig.
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As demand increases in Oman for work-over operations, new start-ups have emerged 

to respond to the high demand and stumulate the work-over industry. PDO (Petroleum 

Development Oman) had opened new doors and given opportunities to new investors 

and young operators to take part of the most growing sector in the country.  Drillmec, 

as a rig and hoist manufacturer, has been supplying hoists and rigs for this purpose for 

the last six years. On December 2011 and February 2012, Drillmec has closed two deals 

to supply a total of four hoists to cover newly assigned work-over contracts.

With continous research and field feedback, Drillmec has updated the hoist’s design to 

allow very fast rig-up and rig-down without using neither ground anchoring nor heavy 

metal bases. The hoist is raised and operated using side outriggers for stabilization 

on the ground. This feature allows considerable time-cutting during installation and 

moving.  In addition,  the hoist’s design enhances safety thanks to the guylines fixture 

to the stabilizers which eliminates accident’ risks while other equipment are moving 

in the site. Other features are also available for the newly designed hoists and can be 

applied according to the user’s will and need. As an example, disk brakes drawworks 

can be used with auxiliary disk brakes as well, which enhences performance (better 

braking force) and reduces operation and maintenance costs. Not to mention operator’s 

comfort and safety as the new hoists can be equipped with driller’s cabins for cold 

weather.

It is needless to say that the competition in workover rigs market is getting fierce. 

Nonetheless,  innovation and continous research to support the end user and give him 

a competitive advantage remain the only key to success.   

Drillmec supplies new work-over rigs in Oman











GEOFLUID 
October 3-6, 2012

Piacenza (Italy)

Geofluid is the international exhibition and conference of technologies and 

equipment for prospecting, extracting and conveying underground fluids. The 

show has constantly grown in terms of exhibited product range and highly 

qualified visitor attendance always focusing the specialized target of drilling and 

underground working sectors, including subsoil fluid prospecting and extraction, soil 

investigation, special foundations and geotechnical works and other geological and 

geophysical applications. 

BAUMA CHINA 2012 
November 27-30, 2012

Shangai (China)

1,892 exhibitors from 37 countries and 155,615 trade visitors from 171 countries: bauma 

China set new records again in 2010. But the international industry gathering is not 

just convincing because of its remarkable numbers across the board. The quality of its 

exhibitors and visitors is also impressive. All the international key players present their 

machines and products at bauma China. 93 percent of all visitors here are decision-makers 

who are looking specifically for new solutions: CEOs, managers, investors and buyers from 

around the world, and of course from Asia’s major growth markets in particular.

CONCRETE SHOW 2012 
August 29-31, 2012

São Paulo (Brazil)

Concrete Show South America – the leading exhibition and conference on concrete 

technology in Latin America – is an international meeting point of business and technology, 

exclusive for concrete supply chain and its users. The trade show will be attended by 

thousands of construction professionals from all over the world gathering in Sao Paulo to 

do business. This year Concrete Show South America promises to bring a even larger and 

better show with the best and new technologies in machineries, equipments, commercial 

construction products, services and constructive systems from leading industry suppliers.
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